


COUNTRYMAN'S BOOKCASE
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THE COUNTRYMAN

of skills and as far as I know is

unique in this respect, but its
comprehensive approach is its
weakness. As one who is trving to
acquire many of the skilis des
cribed in the book, I found it

disappointingly vague. It allows
a couple of pages only to each
subject and so the information is
necessarily sketchv. The book is
attractive1'y produced and full of
ideas; if it did not claim to be
comprehensive I would have no
quarrel with it.

A pleasant, hospitable book is
Feasts Without Fuss by Pamela

Harlech (Cape, £6.50) for anyone

who likes to keep open house andproduce unusual food for many
mouths without becoming a
kitchen slave. It has a countrv

feel, with more than 400 recipes
for such things as scrapple - a
kind of meat loaf made from pig's
head - an intriguing selection of
home-made breads, lots of good
soups and vegetable dishes.
There are also manv more

sophisticated dishes fo; dinner
parties, though in spite of the
title I did wonder whether there

would be some fuss in trying to
buy such things as frogs' legs and
quails.

To the King's Taste by Lorna
Sass (Murray, £2.95) is a fasci
nating reconstruction of English
medieval cooking. It is based
mainly on the Forme of Cury,
compiled in the reign of Richard
II and thus one of the earliest

English cookery books. There are

140

recipes for many unusual and
subtle dishes - boiled garlic,
parsnip fritters, blank-mang Or
blancmange, a delicious con
fection of chicken breasts,
almonds, rice and anise. The
original medieval recipes are
given as well as Lorna Sass's
interpretations, allowing room
for one to experiment oneself;
there is much absorbing back
ground information and the
illustrations, all fifteenth -century
woodcuts, are most beguiling.

In The Vegetable Grower's
Calendar (Macdonald & Jane's,
£3.95), David Mabev has written
a simple month-by-month guide
for the beginner; I have never
come across instructions for

double-digging which are easier
to understand. I hope that there
will soon be a large-format
paperback edition which can be
taken into the garden, where it
belongs.

Definitely for the committed
whole-earther is The Good Food

Growing Guide by John Bond
(David & Charles, £3.95). It has
enough statistics in it to keep Planet
Earth on course if all gardeners do
what it says.

Houses to horses
by Eliwbeth Seager

Twelve articles concerning the art
history and nature conservation
of a variety of National Trust
properties appear in The
National Trust Year Book
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1976-77 (Europa, £5.75). Dis
tinguished authors, including
Sacheverell Sitwell, Rex Wailes
and James Lees-Milne, discuss
subjects ranging from the archi
tectural glories of Hardwick Hall
and the botanical treasures of
Ireland's Murlough Nature
Reserve, to Bembridge Windmill
and the Ogofau Roman gold
mines in Wales, while Elizabeth
Beazley's article on Culzean
Castle' provides an insight into
the problems surrounding the
creation of a country park to
meet the public's demand for
'views-loos-and-brews' .

Few villages can boast such an
impressive publication as that
recently produced by the Otford
and District Historical Society to
mark the 25th anniversarv ot its
foundation. Otford in Kent (£5
from Sevenoaks Bookshop, 147

High Street, Sevenoaks, Kent) is
written by local historians Dennis
Clarke and Anthony Stoyel, who
have combined painstaking
research and attention to detail
with a lively enthusiasm for their
village and its place in both
countv and national historv. In
1897 'Otford celebrated' the
Diamond Jubilee with a bonfire
that Victoria herself would surelv

have enjoyed, for as Alan Hardy
reveals in Queen Victoria Was
Amused (john Murray, £5.50)
she had a tremendous capacity
for being entertained, despite her
famous statement to the con

trary. Victoria enjoyed manv

simple pleasures from wint~
sledge rides and railway travel to
incognito rural expeditions.
barrel-organ music and comic
songs .

The Victorian era was the hey-

day of the nursery, as James
Mackay emphasises in Nurse~'
Antiques (Ward Lock, £3.95), a
delightful guide for the collector
of the toys, dolls, games and
furniture of the old-fashioned

nurserv' A nursery antique of the
future might be the inscribed

christening cup described in thegift section of The Black Book
(Cole Black, £2.75), a con
sumer's guide by Sheila Black.
well known for her Times shop

ping pages. Queen Victoria
appears yet again, somewhat
improbably swinging a bucket of
water around her head, in a

splendid cartoon illustrating
Magnus Pyke's entertaining
dissertation on the power of
inertia, in Buttcr Side Up! (john
Murray, £3.95), his new col
lection' of scientific revelations.

For me the greatest attraction
at anv agricultural show is not
the aristocrats of the show

jumping ring, but the workers of
the horse world - the hean'
horses championed by Ralph
Whitlock in Gentle Giants
(Luttenvonh Press, £6.50), a
volume which is illustrated with

superb photographs of heayv
horses at work on citv strt'e[~,

plough land, woodland and
even the 1914-18 battlefields.
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